FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Signature Fencing & Flooring Systems, LLC announces ArmorDeck® - the
premium stadium flooring covering system that is ideal for stadiums and any type of
venue or facility looking to host a special event on natural grass or synthetic turf.
May 20, 2009 -ArmorDeck (TD) is a large heavy-duty panel system (42” x 42” x 2”) that
is designed to provide a firm and stable temporary floor for special events, such as
concerts and festivals, and provides a stable platform and roadway for heavy loads and
vehicles. TD provides ultimate stability and maximum temporary protection of natural
and synthetic turf.
The ArmorDeck stadium flooring cover is designed to handle heavy weights from
vehicles, forklifts, and other moving loads and is the ideal choice for both front of house
and backstage areas.
ArmorDeck features a unique integrated connection system which is self-aligning and
provides ease of installation and tremendous strength. Sections overlap slightly for solid
support and are simply laid into place and self-align using Signature’s proprietary hook
and loop fastening system, which actually guide panels into place. For added strength,
sections may be locked together with the aluminum cam lock system.
TD is available in 3 versions: TD1 (top aeration holes) for natural turf; TD2 (smooth top
for synthetic turf; and TD3 (additional bottom protection layer) for temporary roadways.
ArmorDeck is made of high-density plastic (HDPE) materials with added reinforcement
materials for additional strength, flex modulus and izod impact value. TD material
includes UV protection to prevent degradation and brittleness from long sun exposure.
ArmorDeck 1 (TD1) panels are engineered to provide maximum grass protection. An
expansive moisture canopy and bi-directional ribbing system (allowing for effective
weight distribution) allows grass to grow and flourish even during installation. Drainage
and aeration holes provide circulation for the grass to remain healthy and at the same
time, small rims surrounding each drainage hole prevent unwanted liquids from
penetrating the surface and reaching the ground.
ArmorDeck 2 (TD2) is a smooth-surface panel designed for synthetic turf protection. The
smooth surface allows for very simple clean up and maintenance. TD1 and TD2 can
support weight loads up to 25,000 lbs/sq ft.
ArmorDeck 3 (TD3) is engineered for heavy-duty roadways and platforms and features
the addition of a bottom protection layer for additional ballast. TD3 is ideal for creating a
portable roadway for move-in vehicles and heavy equipment and loads. TD3 can support
weight loads up to 45,000 lbs per sq/ft.

“Our new system is designed to replace all other turf protection systems by offering
superior drive-on strength, faster installation times, and unparalleled transportability”
said Arnon Rosan, Signature’s President and CEO “This system was designed and is
manufactured right here in the USA. We know this is important to US buyers today. It
means no import duties, no ocean transport, and keeping dollars and jobs in the USA” he
added.
“Our product is more robust, more durable, and features the most modern design and
advanced turf protection features of any system on the market today. More exciting than
its technological superiority is its price – under $6.00 sq/ft – nearly half the price of older
premium systems” Rosan added.
ArmorDeck is made in the USA and available for worldwide sale and nationwide rental.
For more information, please contact Eric Hochman, Senior VP Sales at
ehochman@eventdeck.com. For more information visit our website:
www.stadiumflooring.com.
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